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« THE 5TH DIMENSION PROJECT» is an improvisation music band formed in Berlin in
2014 with Gerhard Gschlössl on trombone, Marc Schmolling on piano and keyboards and
Patrick Herzig on paintbrushes. The band has since worked with other musicians especially
on tour where local artists are always welcome to join in or replace the original members.
The project integrates music and painting in a show of sounds and colors with paintbrushes as
an instrument of the band.
Paint brushes !?
The idea of a band mixing music and painting originated with painter Patrick Herzig who
convinced Gerhard Gschlössl and Marc Schmoling to bring it to life. The band was formed in
June 2014. The first improvisation performance took place at the restaurant « Osteria Sippi »
during the 48 Stunden Neukölln with additional piano player Alessandro Lippi. The
experiment was successful and was renewed in 2015 at the same place where the picture is
still hanging. »

48Stunden Neukölln 2014 / Osteria Sippi / June 27th-28th 2014 / 3.5x3m / Impro 6 hrs

48Stunden Neukölln 2015 / Osteria Sippi / June 27th 2015 / 3x3m / Impro 3 hrs

A one time lineup of « THE 5TH DIMENSION PROJECT» played in Geneva, Switzerland in
November 2014, with Stefano Saccon (sax), Eduardo Kohan (sax) and Christophe Leu
(guitar) for a private show at ICHOBA.

ICHOBA / November 20th 2014 / 2x1m / Impro 2 hours

This year, during the 48Stunden Neukölln 2016, thanks to Fabien Decaux and Simon
Dutreuilh, owners of the « Lipopette », « THE 5TH DIMENSION PROJECT» will perform on
June 25th at their bar on Warthestrasse, Neukölln. This time, the adventure will be recorded
on video by Berlin renowned sound and video engineer, Christian Betz.

When we play we never know what the music will sound like, noboby knows. Or what the
picture will look like. « THE 5TH DIMENSION PROJECT» is about taking the public on a
ride to the end of the known universe, to that special place where art comes to life, where
anything might happen, including disaster, although that has, fortunately, not happened yet.
There is no fixed time for the improvisation, it depends on the organizer, we adapt. The
longer we have at our disposition, the more the music and the picture can develop.
The band plans to be performing at the 48Stunden Neukölln until 2024 and then to hold an
exhibition of the music and paintings achieved over the ten years as a tribute to the event.
The band is also looking forward to start touring to meet different publics and to bring in local
musicians and painters to participate as they pass their way. Contacts are being made to
organize concerts in Canada, USA and Europe.

THE BAND MEMBERS
GERHARD GSCHLÖSSL

Gerhard Gschlößl
Greifenhagenerstrasse 8
10437 Berlin/Germany
+49 178 191 5591
www.gerhardgschloessl.de

About his music
Gerhard says : « I am working with improvisation and composition using musical tools such
as the parameters of melody, rhythm, tone and dynamics. In most cases there is a combination
of the above and it often comes together very beautifully. I or we hope then that it is not only
us but also the audience who likes it. One of my goals is to be able to move around freely
within and outside prescribed forms and parameters and to act independently of clichés or
stylistic constraints despite these "limitations" ».
Ulrich Steinmetzger says about Gerhard Gschlößl: « Very agile, muscular and close to the
current base, the trombonist has developed his personal style. Nothing here is cosmetically
polished or coated ambitious. His music is credible because it comes with corners and edges,
because it does not hide the dirt that is part of life. This is neither strict mainstream nor pure
avant-garde. You can hear the whence and suspect a where. »
Biography
Gerhard Gerhard Gschlößl grew up in Germany, studied trombone and composition in
Würzburg and has lived in Berlin since 2004. The trombone & sousaphone player belongs to
a new scene, which has been successfully freed from the traditional labels of jazz and moved
in a wide field of improvised music.
Gschlößl has worked with many musicians, among whom Albert Mangelsdorff, Sam Rivers,
Perry Robinson, Wayne Horvitz, Baby Sommer, Billy Hart, Aki Takase, Michael Mantler,
Karl Berger, Jerry Bergonzi, Johannes Fink, El Gallo Rojo, Conny Bauer, Alexander von
Schlippenbach, Rudi Mahall, NDR-BigBand, Dt-Frz Jazzensemble, Sabir Mateen,
Kammerensemble Neue Musik Berlin.

MARC SCHMOLLING

Marc Schmolling
Dresdener Str.16
10999 Berlin/Germany
+49 179 915 66 72
info@marc-schmolling.de
www.marc-schmolling.de
www.soundcloud.com/marcschmolling
www.facebook.com/marcschmolling
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About his music
« Boundaries and transitions are sparkling places - and here is Marc Schmolling at home. He
loves the tradition and lives the present. Curious.
Schmolling doesn't rest on apparent beauty. Acoustic worlds are dismantled until no more
than fragments remain and then return unabashedly back to the melodic. They manage to
draw sweeping arcs and tell ornate stories with the musical balance, to exploit its full potential.
Marc Schmolling's play is marked by the will to grasp the moment and the inspiration of the
now. He never stops looking for new impressions, thereby always remaining authentic
without being contrived. « Here prevail highly introspective, elegiac passages, dissonances,
straining the nerves, sometimes individual, scattered sounds that seem hesitant to connect
with other tones, fragile, almost bashfully, and with slight wistfulness the audience listens to
their careful fading away.
When the listener closes his eyes and leaves the room behind him, imaginary worlds open up,
where the whisperings of the pianist collide with the listener's own fantasies. We hear nothing
off-the-hook, nothing affronting. Schmolling knows well how to create atmospheres, to
develop his chromatic tracery, without ever leaving the listener alone, on the contrary, he
takes even the most untrained gently by the hand.
Schmolling Solo is one of those rare moments where we are reminded why we - even if being
cuddled cozily on the couch - always do better to leave the regency at home to the penates and
plunge into the adventure of such a jazz evening... »
(Diogene, « Jazz a Berlin » on Marc Schmolling solo at the Kollektiv Nights #6, Berlin, 29
August 2012)

Biography
Marc Schmolling, son of the poet Inka Machulková, one of the leading figures of Prague
literary scene and Czech beat generation of the 1960s, gratuated from the Richard Strauss
Conservatory in Munich in 1997 where he studied with Larry Porter and Tizian Jost. He
received further lessons at the University of Stanford, California by Horace Silver, Benny
Green and Steve Coleman.
Since 2006 Schmolling lives in Berlin and pursues a piano solo career along with other
projects with significant musicians of the contemporary jazz and improvisation scene.
The Marc Schmolling Trio with Jonas Westergaard on bass and Christian Lillinger on drums
was nominated for his album « Live in Berlin-Vol. 1 » (Wizmar Records) for the
« Vierteljahrespreis der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik ».
In 2008 Marc Schmolling won the first prize at the Berlin Jazz Awards.
His latest album « Ticho » with the British trumpet player Tom Arthurs and the singer and
voice-artist Almut Kühne was released in January 2015 on the Swiss Label Unit Records. On
this « album with wonderfully delicate chamber jazz » (taz) Schmolling's floating, delicate
ballads are intertwined with subtle improvisations and spun out ever further.
His solo debut album « Not So Many Stars » will be released in May 2016 on his recently
founded own record label « SCHMOLLINGSTONES ».
As composer and arranger Schmolling worked for vocal ensembles, notably for the Chamber
Choir of the Danish Broadcasting Corporation, DR VokalEnsemblet, the Chor des
Bayerischen Rundfunks and the Via Nova Chor Munich.
Sebastian Förschl, first percussionist of the Munich Philharmonic Orchestra, commissioned
him for a suite for vibraphone-marimba and chamber choir which successfully premiered on
February 2015 in Munich.
In 2014 Schmolling won the composition stipend of the Berlin Senate and was chosen for the
Berlin festival « Jazz Units » as composer and musical director of the « Jazz Units Orchestra
2014 ».
In 2015 Marc Schmolling was awarded the Studio Prize and City Tax Stipend of the Berlin
Senate.
Marc Schmolling is a co-founding member of the « Jazzkollektiv Berlin » together with
Johannes Lauer, Wanja Slavin, Gerhard Gschlößl, Philipp Gropper, Felix Wahnschaffe and
Ronny Graupe. Since 2008, the « Jazzkollektiv Berlin » hosts the Prize of the Berlin Senate at
its festival. These "Kollektiv Nights" take place regularly also in cooperation with the
Cultural Radio of RBB.
Marc Schmolling played and worked with nationally and internationally renowned musicians
such as Allan Praskin, Bill Elgart, Felix Wahnschaffe, Gerhard Gschlößl, Tom Arthurs, Paulo
Cardoso, Peter Brötzmann, Bastian Jütte, Sava Medan, Almut Kühne, Wanja Slavin, Jonas
Westergaard, Christian Lillinger, Andreas Lang, Matthias Pichler, Andreas Pichler, Moritz

Baumgärtner, Iris Romen, Uli Kempendorff and many others.
From 2004 to 2006 Schmolling lecturered for « Jazzpiano » at the « Freies Musikzentrum » in
Munich and in April 2015 at the « Berliner Jugend Jazz Orchester ».
From December 2011 to November 2013 Marc Schmolling was board member of « IG Jazz
Berlin » representing and caring for the concerns of the Berlin jazz scene in politics.
Tours and performances have brought him to Germany, Denmark, Hungary, Poland, Austria,
France, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, Brazil, Taiwan and the Bermudas. He guested on
the Baltic Sea Jazz Festival, Jazz Fest München, Moers Festival, Jazz Units Berlin, Stuttgart
Jazz Days, Jazz Week Burghausen, Schloss Elmau, Jazzwerkstatt Bern, Bermuda Festival of
the Performing Arts, in Bayerischer Rundfunk and Danish Radio and at the Goethe-Institutes
in France and Brazil, at the Free Jazz Festival Prague, the International Solo Piano Festival
Prague, and the Just Music Festival, Wiesbaden.

PATICK HERZIG
Patrick Herzig
Warthestrasse 70
12051 Berlin/Germany
+49 174 623 71 72
1,Chemin de Cottens
1268 Begnins/Switzerland
+41 79 540 25 30
http://www.saatchiart.com/patrickherzigart
https://www.facebook.com/HerzigPatrick-443867379080533/

About his artwork and the influence of music
Growing up in the sixties and seventies in the world of television and cinema, I was part of
the artistic revolution of the Rock’n Roll era. I was influenced by the Beat Generation,
Surrealism, Modern Art, Pop Art and most of all by the overwhelming takeover of
Abstraction. Although very much aware of the art of the past centuries – my family has had a
few painters before – it was abstraction which constituted the starting point of my work, much
influenced by Turner, Chagall, Picasso, Braque, Mathieu, Pollock, Klein, Calder, Moore,
Hepworth, Giacometti and many others.
Exploring a variety of themes including portrait, human activity, landscape, still life and plain
abstraction, I am mainly concerned with composition, shapes, colors and light, often mixing
figurative, surrealistic and abstract representations.
Music plays a large role in my life, also as an amateur guitar and harmonica player. Images
and music are so complementary that I cannot help drawing when I hear notes flying. I have
often thought of painting on stage, not as an illustrator but as a member of the band, playing
brushes as an instrument.
Images and music are so complementary that I cannot help drawing when I hear notes flying.
I often draw at concerts, even at the Philarmonie, on a sketch book of course, because I
obviously cannot bring in a canvas. But I have always wanted to paint on stage, not as an
illustrator but as a member of the band, playing brushes as an instrument. When I heard
Gerhard Gschlössl’s contemporary jazz, it struck me as being most appropriate, and I
proposed to bring the idea to life during the 2014 48Stunden Neukölln. Gerhard said yes right
away, bringing along Marc Schmolling to play piano. We embarked on a six hour
improvisation journey resulting in a large painting which remained at the Osteria Sippi for a
whole year…until we did it again.
Africa too has had an important influence on me. As far as painting is concerned, my travels
to Cameroun, Burkina Faso, the Western Sahara and the two years I spent on and off in
Burundi, working on a couple films, left me with long lasting impressions of bright colors,
strong contrasts and the disproportionate arrangements of the devouring wild Nature.

Biography
Born in 1955 in Geneva, Switzerland. The son of a pionneer in television, Patrick Herzig is
virtually swimming the sea of images and sound since his childhood. As a kid his father
teaches him photography. Later he starts shooting 8 and 16 mm films with friends.
In 1975, while traveling through California, Patrick joins the San Francisco underground film
scene and becomes director Rick King’s assistant editor on his road movie « Off the Wall ».
He holds his first exhibitions in Geneva in 1976 and 1977.
In 1978, he moves to Paris with the intention of studying at the "Ecole des Beaux-Arts". But,
because of his experience in film making, he finds himself involved with a group of young
film artists and, for the next three years, works in Paris on various film and television
productions.
Patrick works for more than twenty years as film editor, cameraman, assistant director,
scriptwriter, producer and director in news, publicity, documentary and fiction. His
associations include directors Roman Polanski, Jacques Doillon, Andrzej Zulawski, Max Reid,
Federico Fellini, Leonce NGabo and comedians Omar Sharif, Malcom McDowell, Philippe
Leotard, Loïs Chiles, Peter Ustinov, Richard Bohringer, Bruno Cremer, Catherine Spaak,
Sacha Pitoëf.
Meanwhile he continues to produce artwork with exhibitions, in 1992 and 1996.
In 1997 he goes on to study law at the University of Geneva, graduating in 2003 and practices
as a jurist until 2008. For the next five years, he then works as a civil servant, an experience
he now refers to as « a mistake ».
Patrick now devotes his time to his artwork with exhibitions in 2014 and 2015 both in Berlin
and in Switzerland.

